
Your Future with Soundzipper

It all starts right here, with your future.

DISCOVER YOURSELF WITH SOUNDZIPPER

JOIN THE ECHOSYSTEM

We're not just into acoustics; we're also in the people industry. Our staff includes a diverse blend
of highly trained experts and new-generation fresh graduates who are willing to break the rules
in design. The Soundzipper echosystem's efficiency is aided by team collaboration,
development, training, and perseverance.

Sales Navigator
Curious about social media strategies? Soundzipper is seeking a capable-bodied intern to help
our onboard Marketing Activist with a structured weekly curriculum.

Marketing Activist Internship
Do you want to adventure into social media tactics? Soundzipper is seeking a dedicated intern
who can assist our onboard Marketing Activist with a set of weekly activities.

Architectural Acoustics Internship
Want to adventure out as an Architectural Acoustics Intern? Soundzipper is seeking a capable
intern who will assist our onboard Marketing Activist with a clearly laid-out weekly schedule.

MANAGEMENT STYLE

Soundzipper uses a unique self-management system we call Holocracy. It lets employees make
their own choices to help the company grow and change for the better. We feel this creates a
more stable and healthy work environment and helps the employees to grow based on their own
decisions.

Four guiding principles
Soundzipper focuses on four key principles and an atmosphere without any restrictions.

Trust - Because trust is important in any relationship, we aim to foster complete confidence
among every Echo1 partner.



Fun - We believe our team can achieve the right balance of personal development and job
satisfaction by ensuring we have a fun and challenging time in the workplace.

Freedom - Being given the freedom to carve one's own path while being mindful of one's
colleagues is essential.

Extreme - We continuously develop to express our purpose, self-organized and informed by
fractal theory. Work at Soundzipper is self-similar, dynamic, and multi-layered, with fascinating
elements emerging at all company levels. Every individual is autonomous and has the freedom
to operate throughout the company.

STARTING YOUR ADVENTURE WITH OUR GROWTH PLANS
1-3 months 6-9 months 9-12 months

SEEDING
Everyone is placed in a seeding program and introduced to the Soundzipper way of learning.
Through learning by doing, our business encourages failure to allow our service to become
significantly better over time. Most of our full-time workers begin as interns or junior associate
roles before progressing with their abilities and advancing through our ranks.

NURTURING
Since we are a firm of development and potential, one of our methods for developing our interns
is through constant collaboration and communication. Therefore, openness among our team is
paramount to our success.

REPRODUCTION
You will continue to discover and learn more about yourself as you go along, and your mentor
will assist you with any projects and collaborations you have. As a project manager, you will be
carefully guided throughout the process.

CAREER OPENINGS
We're alway looking for new and upcoming talent to join our growing team at Soundzipper. Here
are the current job openings:

Technical Sales Associate  - Acoustic Materials
Soundzipper is searching for a Technical Sales Associate to join us at Soundzipper and help
keep us on track for success.

Administrative Coordinator



Soundzipper is looking for a dedicated Administrative Coordinator to assist other employees
with projects and events.

Architectural SketchUp Artist

Soundzipper is in need of an Architectural SketchUp Artist to join our growing team with new
designs of equipment and other vital tasks.

View Other Careers

SUCCESS STORIES
YOU COULD BE HERE NEXT

Daryl worked in the service industry for an extended period and always liked the idea of
challenging himself. So in 2015, Daryl began working as an intern for Soundzipper to learn the
basics of social media marketing by running campaigns, producing content, and looking for new
approaches to apply his marketing skills. After his 2016 confirmation, he managed four interns
himself, passing knowledge onto them while establishing the company’s new direction.
Currently, he is looking forward to expanding his operations across the region in the future.

Daryl, Social Media Strategist

Johnny was looking for a new career after failing several auditions because he needed to use
his enthusiasm for music to his advantage. So, starting in 2016 as an intern, Johnny went from
being an electrical engineer and an audio engineer to studying acoustics through the guidance
of Soundzipper's MD, Adrian, whose main goal was to follow a learn-as-you-go method.

This business not only moves forward because of its employees' efforts; it is also due to the
constant contributions made by these individuals. After completing his training in late 2016,
Johnny has served as an instructor for new interns ever since. Johnny coaches these new
interns through various seminar programs, lessons, and reviewing real-life scenarios.

Johnny, Pitch Bender

Soundzipper: Making Life Sound Better


